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INTRODUCTION

Vito, the ‘Flemish institute for technological research’ is participating in a consortium on
traffic safety, called ‘Steunpunt Verkeersveiligheid (Policy research centre on traffic safety)’.
Here research on traffic safety is done by several partners (Limburgs Universitair Centrum,
Vrije Universiteit Brussel, Provinciale Hogeschool Limburg en Vlaamse Instelling voor
Technologisch onderzoek).

In the consortium, several aspects of traffic safety are covered by each of the partners:
traffic safety numbers, infrastructure, vehicle technology (engineering), behaviour
(education), enforcement and policy. The results of this research will be used to advice
policymakers on their actions for improving traffic safety.

Vito is working on vehicle technology. In this paper we want to present the findings up until
now on the effects of some vehicle systems on traffic safety.

VEHICLE TECHNOLOGY

In Belgium the road infrastructure is often not designed for an optimal traffic safety, due to a
environmental planning that not considered traffic safety as a primary target. This resulted in
mixing up of local and pass by traffic. In regions were all traffic participants use common
infrastructure, the dangers of this incompatibility of road users should be envisaged. Vehicle
technology can help in a number of ways.

It is not possible to discuss all the systems that are being developed by the vehicle
manufacturers at this moment. Therefore only a few systems that were considered in the
research that was done up until now in the ‘Policy research centre on traffic safety’ are
described. After that some thoughts will be formulated on the efficiency of these
technologies.

SEAT BELT

The seat belt is mandatory in Europe in all vehicles. Therefore this technology requires no
additional investments. It is therefore the first technology to consider, particularly due to the
facts that improvements are possible.

Wearing rate and effect

The wearing of the safety belt is mandatory in most countries. However the wearing rate of
seat belts in Belgium is low (63 % in urban traffic) compared to other countries (84 % in
Germany, 77 % in The Netherlands) (Sartre). Improving the seat belt wearing rate will
surely result in less traffic victims. This may be said, based on extensive data (from real
world traffic accidents) that are available on seat belt effectiveness in several countries.
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The numbers that are mentioned in research projects on the effectiveness of the safety belt
differ. As a good estimate, the effectiveness of the seat belt may be said to be 40 % for
fatalities. From research in the United States it was found that buckling up can reduce the
risk of fatal injury for drivers and front-seat occupants of passenger cars involved in crashes
by about 45 percent. The fatality reduction for front-seat belt wearers in light trucks is 60
percent (Kahane, 2000). Moreover, seat belts reduce the risk of moderate to critical injury in
crashes by 50 percent for passenger vehicle occupants and by 65 percent for light truck
occupants (NHTSA, 2002).

Based on these figures one may say that an improvement in wearing rate in Belgium to the
level of Germany would result in a saving of 73 lives per year (Daniëls et al., 2004).

Improving wearing rate by technology: Seat belt reminder

To improve the wearing rate, information campaigns are organised to encourage drivers and
passengers of cars to wear their seat belts. Most of the time these campaigns result in a
temporarily higher wearing rate. To be efficient, they have to be repeated periodically.

The wearing of seat belts is mandatory by law, so enhanced enforcement could also have a
positive effect on wearing rate. This was seen in the United States (TRB, 2003).

A third way for improving the seat belt wearing rate is applying technology. From research
and experiences in Australia and the USA, technology can help in improving seat belt rate by
the seat belt reminder system.

Most experience on seat belt reminders is found in the USA, where in the 70’s an interlock
system was introduced to improve seat belt wearing rate. The interlock system (30 years
ago) appeared too intrusive, due to the fact that the technology was not developed enough,
and therefore it appeared not to be successful. The authorities decided to promote airbags
instead.

The seat belt reminder system is for the moment mandatory in the United States. The
mandatory system gives a light and chime signal with a maximal duration of 8 seconds
(FMVSS 208). This system did not result in a relevant increase in wearing rate (NHTSA,
2002).

Some car manufacturers install voluntary more persistent systems, which result in a higher
wearing rate. The BeltMinder of Ford increased the seat belt wearing rate with 7 %.

In Europe there is no legislation on seat belt reminder systems. The systems installed by
some manufacturers are more intrusive, due to the higher wearing rate.

EuroNCAP (European New Car Assessment Programme) has defined a system that, when
installed in the vehicle, results in a higher rating on passive safety. This incentive will
encourage car manufacturers to implement these systems in their vehicles.

By far most of he seat belt reminder systems on the marketplace by now apply only to the
driver seat and the front passengers. For rear sitting passengers the system becomes
considerably more complex, and therefore more costly. There is no occupant detection (due
to lack of air bag) and often seats are made removable.

Although for parents with children it would be interesting to get a signal when a child on the
backseat loosened his seat belt. 

From Australian research (Fildes et al., 2002) it was concluded that seat belt reminder
systems generated a 10 to 40 % increase of the wearing rate (strongly dependent of the
type of system). In Sweden it was found that the number of unbelted victims decreased
from 23 to 12 % with a SBR installed (TRB, 2003).
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Therefore it should be considered to make it mandatory, as it is in the United States. But to
be effective the system should be more intrusive. The signals to remind the driver on
wearing the seat belt should be repeated during the ride.

The seat belt reminder system aims at the part time users. Seat belt reminder systems will
not increase belt use for hardcore non users, here  more intrusive systems would  be
required

An interlock system may not be required because it is too intrusive, it but could be useful for
hard-core non users or people driving under influence, company fleets. The interlock may be
reconsidered due to the improvements that were made on seat belts and vehicle electronics.

SPEED CONTROL

Inappropriate speed is a major cause of traffic accidents. This is related to infrastructure.
Sometimes roads in urban areas are designed for high speeds, which creates a dangerous
situation. Drivers will not be encouraged to adapt their speed, even if speed signs indicate a
maximum speed. For helping the driver to respect the speed limits and avoid speeding (and
therefore accidents), the vehicle can be equipped with speed controlling systems (active
safety) such as a speed limiter, (adaptive) cruise control or intelligent speed adaptation
(ISA).

Speed limiter and cruise control

These are systems that most car manufacturers have installed standard or as an option in
their vehicles.

Speed limiter

Speed limiters are mandatory for heavy duty vehicles (trucks > 12 tonnes and buses >10
tonnes (92/6/EEG)) in most European countries. They will become mandatory in the near
future (1-1-2005) for light trucks (> 3,5 tonnes) and light buses (> 5 tonnes).also. By this
system the speed of the vehicle is limited to a maximum in any situation. 

The speed limiter has only effect on the speed on highways and extra-urban roads, were the
speed limits are higher than the set speed in the limiter. Within the research that was done
no data on the effect of speed limiters on traffic safety were found.

Cruise control

To improve the comfort of driving, the cruise control was introduced. This system controls
the speed of the vehicle to a set value by the driver. In Europe this was first introduced in
commercial vehicles (heavy duty trucks and buses), but nowadays a lot of passenger cars
are (or can be optional) also equipped with a cruise control functionality.

The effect of cruise control on traffic safety is under discussion. From Dutch research cruise
control was said to improve the traffic safety. Due to some accidents in Belgium, this effect
was told to be not that clear.

In some cars equipped with a cruise control function, the driver can set a speed limit
manually. When using this system, the speed limits may be respected more.
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Intelligent speed adaptation

A system for intelligent speed adaptation (ISA) is warning the driver when he is exceeding
the speed limit on a particular road. The warning signal can be a sound and/or light signal
(open system), a pressure in the accelerator pedal (half open system). In the closed system
(the third ISA-variant), the vehicle maintains the speed limit by itself, and this limit can only
be exceeded by pressing an emergency button.

On intelligent speed adaptation research is done in a number of countries. Several field tests
with ISA were and are being done.

Also in Belgium two ISA-projects took place. From these projects it was learned that there
was an acceptance for ISA. The average vehicle speed decreased using ISA. A direct effect
on traffic safety could not be seen, due to the limited number of ISA-equipped vehicles. ISA-
projects (eg. in Sweden) indicate that a positive effect on traffic safety may be expected,
based on the results of simulations. The positive effect is due to the reduction in speed.

Momentarily the European project PROSPER (Project for Research On Speed adaptation
Policies on European Roads) is running. Within this project several organisations (no
representatives of the automotive industry) are investigating the applicability of intelligent
speed adaptation (http://www.prosper-eu.nl).

The automotive industry does not support intelligent speed adaptation that controls the
speed of the vehicle (half open and closed system). Only intelligent speed advise is seen as a
technical option to reduce speed. In a European project called ‘Speed Alert’ a number of
involved partners are discussing with some automotive suppliers
(http://www.speedalert.org).

Within these projects it is investigated how an ISA-system should be defined technically,
what are the legislative aspects and how the implementation could be done. There are
(between others) a number of technical issues that have to be solved:

• Information on speed limits should be available for all the roads, regional as well as
urban.

• Information exchange should be standardised (compatible all over Europe) so that all
cars can receive the required information.

• Feedback should be standardised, so the drivers will be familiar to the system and
there is a broad acceptance.

These issues are addressed also in the running ISA-projects.

Effect of speed limiters on traffic safety

From research it may said that inappropriate speed is one of the major causes of accidents
in traffic. A remark one may quote on speed limits is that a speed limit is a speed that is said
to be safe in general on that road. But there may be situations that a safe speed is lower. In
this case the speed limiter has no effect.

From research done on accident data it is concluded that only a small part of the accidents
related to excessive speed were caused by exceeding the speed limit. In most cases the
appropriate speed was below this limit. Based on this one might conclude that the effect of
speed limiters on the number of traffic accident may be rather limited (Köppel et al., 2003).

http://www.prosper-eu.nl/
http://www.speedalert.org/
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COST EFFECTIVENESS

Cost-effectiveness of most of these measures is very difficult to quantify. To calculate the
cost, reliable traffic safety numbers are needed. These are not always available.

The impact of the seat belt on the number of traffic deaths and serious injuries is proven by
solid numbers, based on real accidents. So when seat belt wearing is low in a specific region,
efforts to increase the seat belt use are cost-effective, due to the fact that each vehicle is
already equipped with seat belts (no extra cost for the vehicle). Technology can help to
increase the seat belt wearing rate in a cost effective way by means of a  seat belt reminder.

For other technologies, there is a lack of solid data. Due to the limited number of ISA-
systems in the demonstrations, estimations for the effectiveness on traffic safety are based
on simulations. Here further research is needed to provide a solid basis for estimating the
effect on traffic safety, and to determine the cost effectiveness.

CONCLUSIONS

It is surely the case that vehicle technology will help on improving traffic safety.

The seat belt is very effective in reducing the number and severity of traffic victims. The
effect is lower than could be, due to the low wearing rate in a number of countries. This
could be improved by using the seat belt reminder. 

ISA needs further research and a number of technical problems have to be solved. Here the
authorities as well as the automotive industry have to set up actions, when ISA is said to be
implemented. The effect on traffic safety however may not be overestimated.

Traffic safety policy should be based upon reliable objective data to be cost effective. From
the research that was done it was concluded that there exists a lack of data on accidents
and vehicle technology. It is a task for the authorities to take initiatives to improve traffic
safety numbers. These numbers should also take vehicle technology into account. These
data should be gathered as soon as possible, so that it will be possible within a few years to
quantify the effects of safety measures. In this way one can learn from the past to improve
actions for the future.

One should not have too high expectations on technology alone. Traffic safety is a complex
combination of several aspects (4 e’s). Measures to improve traffic safety should be seen
with all these in mind.
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